
Bitcoiin B2G Announces Self-Sustaining
Cryptocurrency ICO

We announce the second generation of cryptocurrency
in a comprehensive ecosystem, including mining pool
opportunities, a trading platform, and wallet
safekeeping.

Bitcoiin B2G offers secure technology,
with blockchain ledger confirmation
implemented through the Ethereum
blockchain algorithm in a comprehensive
ecosystem.

HONG KONG, CHINA, February 23,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Bitcoiin B2G,
www.bitcoiin.com, is proud to announce
immediate availability of the world’s first
self-sufficient cryptocurrency. Our Initial
Coin Offering (ICO) opportunity accepts
deposits in USD, Euros, BTC or
Ethereum tokens, in exchange for
Bitcoiin B2G at the discounted price of
$5.00 USD per token.

This offer is now open. Crowdsales at
$5.00 USD per token will remain open
until March 31, 2018, or until our hard ICO cap of $250,000,000 USD is reached. After that, this offer
will close, and cannot be reopened. After the hard cap has been raised, the free market will determine
B2G value.

We believe this pre-launch ICO to be extremely attractive, and should receive careful consideration
from every aggressive seeker of cryptocurrency opportunities.

What do we mean by “self-sustaining”? Bitcoiin B2G offers secure technology, with blockchain ledger
confirmation implemented through the Ethereum blockchain algorithm in a comprehensive
ecosystem, including mining pool opportunities, a trading platform, and wallet safekeeping. Including:

•	Fast transaction execution: transactions processed and confirmed in real-time, where the original
bitcoin and numerous other tokens take up to 48 hours to confirm;
•	Mining pools: Our association with Dragon Mining gives us access to thousands of mining rigs,
configured in parallel. In return, you get transaction execution in real-time.
•	Trading platform: allowing all of the ideals of the original bitcoin, while encompassing the demands of
a broader, comprehensive marketplace
•	Hard and soft wallets: easy-to-access hard and soft wallets, suitable for staking, holding and/or
temporary storage of your cryptocurrency holdings
•	A comprehensive solution: mining pool investments, a trading platform, and hard/soft wallets suitable
for staking—all offered
•	An integrated ecosystem

We’ve designed Bitcoiin B2G to revive the original ideal of cryptocurrency. True to the original vision
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of anonymous, global, secure, transparent, reliable cryptocurrency. Users, once qualified through
Know Your Customer (KYC) disclosures on our comprehensive trading platform, can execute
transactions anonymously, rapidly and with security. 

A Unique Opportunity

Cryptocurrency enthusiasts, depositors and adventurers have seldom had such a chance to
participate in the exhilarating launch of an integrated cryptocurrency ecosystem, with built-in controls,
strong management and explosive upside growth potential.

We announce the second generation of cryptocurrency. Seldom does life grant a second chance. 
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